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COill'UTER SD.!ULATION OF THE CEREBELLAR NEURONAL NEI'WGRK
/Cine~atized

Cerebellar Activity Model/

A.Pellionisz,

J. Szentagothai

ce detectors and could not be thrown into activity either
directly over mossy a!ferents or indirectly over parallel fibers.
The results of the model are displayed by cinematography
ar successive frames of 100 ms of simulation excitation patterns. The individual data of firing of the 30000 neurons
are processed from various points of view and enable the
authors to oake a comparative analysis of the observation derived from the quantitative histology, electrophysiology and
computer simulation of the cerebellar neuron ne~ork.
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The-structure of the cerebellar neuronal network, which
is better kno·.m than any other part of the nervous systel!l,
offers challensing theoretical problGrJS re::;arding structuref~ction relationships, which are too cooplex to be resolved
-~itbout the help of computer simulation. Earlier atte~pts
::.C.ve been n:ade, therefore, to simulate tbe cerebellar activi-cy by digital co:::Iputers. /Pellionisz, 1970, 1972a/. Ho;vever,
r.ot knowicg the exact nuoerical relations of various neuron
--.:y:;-es and with only,marginal understanding of the main geo::etric ·parameters of the network, excessi-,re si!:]plifications
r..ave been made in the model, which have been found later to
be ~~justified. A recent systematic quantitative histologi-~--- :::~:.:0 of the cerebellar cortex./Palkovits et al., 1971 a,
b,c, 1972/ .enabled the authors to develop a new, more realistic connectivity Dodel, for a discrete single unit network
si::ulation to be based on. This simulation nodel, presented
in the Congress, is elaborated in detail in Pellionisz and
Szentagothai, 1972.
The prcgran /perforrJed on a CDC 3300 cooputer/ sh:mlates
tee spatio-terr;poral activity of about 30000 neurons in a leo
:::s period ·of tilJe. The hypothesis that Golgi cell inhibiti0:1 is to keep the density of excited parallel fibers in a
n=.::-c.• range both within ti1:1e and space, has been tested by
~~e :::odel with special attention of the possible role of the
-:··:cfold inputs to the Gol~;i cells. The results of the simu~c:icn support this hypothesis and indicate that: ~~ the Gol<::i cells are -activated basically directly by ::.ossy atferents;
2. the indirect parallel fiber input improves the efficiency
0! the Golgi cell inhibition by speeding up its devc;lopment
2:1C. by incrcasin:: its develop:::ent a..~d by increasine; its long.c.-::: stability; 3. the Golgi cell ir:'llbition ·.vould be an cxt::-e:::ely inefficient mechanisr:l if this 7:ould act as coinciden-
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